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DROME MAGAZINE 

INTEGRITY AND VISIONS SINCE 2004 
 

presents 

 

D R O M E 18 
the CHILDHOOD issue 

  
 

DROME magazine takes us on a journey through time leading us backwards to childhood, to art as 

expression of the possible and of the unplanned, of wonder and astonishment, for an issue that, just 

like children, raises numerous questions and enjoys suggesting some answers.   

Here are some of the main passages. 

 

The cover by Jacqueline Roberts, a photographer recently discovered by DROME, casts us to the 

Spain of Velázquez and of the royal court, through the enchanting contemporary menina who 

perfectly satisfies that intention, sister of all the out-of-time young women who populate its pages: 

the unique heroines of the myths and legends created by Marie Hendriks, or the unforgettable 

characters of Andersen’s fairy tales in the section dedicated to fashion, where the shootings become 

real art projects. But the tales written by the young talents are not always reassuring. A praise to the 

complexity of these candid and cruel insights that help grow up, like the mini essay composed by 

Rebecca Rossi on the childhood texts. Just like Lorenzo Mattotti and the fable written for 

DROME by Sada Ranis with the illustrations by Zaelia Bishop. If ricci/forte, on the stage as well 

as in the conversation included in the synusi@blog (never so intense), poetically attack the dangers 

of the affirmative thought, on the other hand, Jonathan Meese, in its manifesto-interview opening 

the new issue, might result to be destabilizing, while the shots and sculptures by the Norwegian 

Simen Johan rock between dream and nightmare.  

Then there are the ideas emerging from the dialogue between the design theoretician Lorenzo 

Imbesi and the winner duo of the smart future minds award for Italy, LPU, who underline how, 

through the situational games, we can re-conquer our spaces and enhance our lifestyles. Similar 

spirit for the Charlie’s Angels of Swedish design: Front! 

This new issue is particularly devoted to photography, so it is not a case if Göksin Sipahioglu 

stands out among the other protagonists. From a master to two promising talents, authors of the 

displayed portfolios: the FRP2 duo, whose artworks feature children conforming to disturbingly 

perfect environments, and Eugen Laitenberger, with his unruly and never grown-up adults. And, 

Robin Rhode, whom we met in Berlin for a long interview featuring a souvenir photo; then, Stefan 

Constantinescu, who illustrates his pop-up book and tells about his childhood in Romania under 

the dictatorship and, still remaining in Eastern Europe, the Bulgarian Nedko Solakov, who casts us 

into his extraordinary micro-stories populated by imaginary characters.  

Andrea Ayala walks into the world of fashion with an ethereal, free and refined attitude, and the 

two poetic inspired by DROME: if, on the one hand, Georgia Galanti conceives delicate images 

such as that of childhood, the Dream catcher to be hung above the bed, handcrafted by Mai 

Miyake for DROME, is just as gentle and magic. However, we will continue to talk about 

thaumaturgic powers: following the childhood issue, DROME promises to become supernatural! 

 

Plus much, much more, including DROMELAND, or all that is worth reading, listening to, 

discovering. 
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Eventually, an exciting piece of news concerning the magazine worldwide distribution: DROME 

welcomed the invitation by the English Other Edition to be spread in a digital format, together 

with “V”, “Frame”, “Interview” and many others. Coming soon on otheredition.com. 
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COVER: Jacqueline Roberts PRÉLUDE // INTRO: Liesje Reyskens, JeongMee Yoon, Julie Blackmon, 

Jacqueline Roberts INTRO CHILDHOOD by Silvano Manganaro // JONATHAN MEESE by Micòl Di 

Veroli // synusi@blog RICCI/FORTE // HEROISM AND REPUGNANT VISIONS IN CHILDREN’S 

BOOKS // portfolio FRP2 - CHILDREN // ROBIN RHODE by Silvano Manganaro // STEFAN 

CONSTANTINESCU by Marianna Liosi // NEDKO SOLAKOV by Costanza Baldini // MARIE 

HENDRIKS by Patrice Maniglier + Barbara Polla // LPU by Lorenzo Imbesi // LINO DIVAS by Luca 

Arnaudo // SIMEN JOHAN by Costanza Baldini // GÖKSIN SIPAHIOGLU by Elena Abbiatici // 

GEORGIA GALANTI inspired by DROME // portfolio EUGEN LAITENBERGER - FAMILY ALBUM // 

DOLL PARTS by Luiza S. Kainowska // LORENZO MATTOTTI by Tea Romanello Hillereau // THE 

BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON by Sada Ranis // A TRIBUTE TO H.C. ANDERSEN by Kimberley 

Ross // LEARNING FASHION by Mirella Longo // FRONT by Valeria Corti // D SIGN by Valeria Corti // 

MAI MIYAKE inspired by DROME // ANDREA AYALA by Dobrila Denegri // CARNIVÀLE by Stefan 

Giftthaler  DROMELAND: TRACKLIST // FRESH INK // STRIP // KIOSQUE // 

DIGITALVIDEODROME // PRO FOUND // D TOUR // HIPPODROME // MEMENTO // SYNDROME  
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